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Abstract
Background: Action potentials are thought to be determinant for the induction of long-term synaptic plasticity, the cellular
basis of learning and memory. However, neuronal activity does not lead systematically to an action potential but also, in
many cases, to synaptic depolarizing subthreshold events. This is particularly exemplified in corticostriatal information
processing. Indeed, the striatum integrates information from the whole cerebral cortex and, due to the membrane
properties of striatal medium spiny neurons, cortical inputs do not systematically trigger an action potential but a wide
range of subthreshold postsynaptic depolarizations. Accordingly, we have addressed the following question: does a brief
subthreshold event act as a Hebbian signal and induce long-term synaptic efficacy changes?
Methodology/Principal Findings: Here, using perforated patch-clamp recordings on rat brain corticostriatal slices, we
demonstrate, that brief (30 ms) subthreshold depolarizing events in quasi-coincidence with presynaptic activity can act as
Hebbian signals and are sufficient to induce long-term synaptic plasticity at corticostriatal synapses. This ‘‘subthreshold-
depolarization dependent plasticity’’ (SDDP) induces strong, significant and bidirectional long-term synaptic efficacy
changes at a very high occurrence (81%) for time intervals between pre- and postsynaptic stimulations (Dt) of
2110,Dt,+110 ms. Such subthreshold depolarizations are able to induce robust long-term depression (cannabinoid type-
1 receptor-activation dependent) as well as long-term potentiation (NMDA receptor-activation dependent).
Conclusion/Significance: Our data show the existence of a robust, reliable and timing-dependent bidirectional long-term
plasticity induced by brief subthreshold events paired with presynaptic activity. The existence of a subthreshold-
depolarization dependent plasticity extends considerably, beyond the action potential, the neuron’s capabilities to express
long-term synaptic efficacy changes.
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Introduction
Learning and memory are thought to involve long-term synaptic
efficacy changes [1–3]. In the current conception of activity-
dependent plasticity, the action potential constitutes the physiolog-
ically pertinent coding event determinant for the induction of long-
termsynapticplasticity.Accordingly,actionpotentials areclassically
referred as Hebbian signals. The key role of the action potential is
exemplified by spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP), in which
the timing between pre- and postsynaptic action potentials rules the
induction of long-term synaptic efficacy changes [4–8]. However,
synaptic transmission does not necessarily lead to the triggering of a
postsynaptic action potential. Does that mean that brief subthresh-
old depolarizing signals cannot induce long-term synaptic efficacy
changes and are consequently lost for such processes? We have
tested this hypothesis at corticostriatal synapses where numerous
subthreshold events occur during cerebral cortex activity. Some
studies indicate that the postsynaptic action potential would not be
the only postsynaptic depolarizing event necessary for the induction
of long-term synaptic plasticity [9–12]. However, these studies
applied changes of holding membrane potential of the postsynaptic
neuron for long duration and have reported the exclusive induction
of either LTP or LTD, but never a bidirectional plasticity. We have
tested here the effect of brief postsynaptic subthreshold depolariza-
tions on the induction of long-term synaptic plasticity and therefore
their ability to act as Hebbian signals.
The corticostriatal pathway provides the first step of cortical
information processing in basal ganglia, an ensemble of intercon-
nected sub-cortical nuclei involved in learning of contextual
cognitive-motor sequences related to environmental stimuli [13–
18]. The striatum, the main input nucleus of basal ganglia,
receives glutamatergic inputs from the whole cerebral cortex. In
turn, it relays the integrated cortical information towards the basal
ganglia output nuclei through which it operates a selected
activation of behavioral effectors. The medium-sized spiny
neurons (MSNs) represent the main neuronal striatal population
and act as detectors and integrators of distributed patterns of
cortical activity [19,20]. Due to their membrane properties, MSNs
are silent at rest and need strong and correlated inputs to discharge
[21–23]. Consequently, cortical inputs do not systematically lead
to an action potential but to a wide range of postsynaptic
depolarizations, which mostly remain subthreshold [24–26].
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 1 August 2009 | Volume 4 | Issue 8 | e6557Therefore, we have addressed the following question: can brief
subthreshold depolarizing events act as Hebbian signal? Accord-
ingly, we have investigated, using perforated patch-clamp
techniques, if brief subthreshold signals could be involved in the
induction of long-term corticostriatal synaptic plasticity.
Results
Corticostriatal monosynaptic transmission
We have used horizontal rat brain slices in which connections
between pyramidal cells of cerebral cortex and MSNs were
preserved [27–29]. We have performed electrical stimulation in
layer V of the somatosensory cortex while recording MSNs by
perforated patch-clamp in the functionally related region, the
dorsal striatum. MSNs were identified morphologically (medium-
sized soma with highly branched spiny dendrites; Fig. 1A) and
electrophysiologically: a hyperpolarized resting membrane poten-
tial (RMP; 273.460.6 mV, n=75), an inward rectification of I-V
relationship, a long depolarizing ramp to spike threshold, a long
delay to first spike (38466 ms, for 500 ms depolarizing pulses)
evoked at rheobase (Fig. 1B). Stimulations of cortical afferents
evoked glutamatergic excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs)
(inhibited by CNQX 10 mM and AP5 50 mM, n=5) in MSNs
(Fig. 1C) with a success rate of 97% (n=72). Once corticostriatal
transmission occurred, no failure was observed, indicating a
reliable and efficient transmission. Cortically-evoked EPSCs
displayed latencies with an average value of 2.3260.03 ms,
(n=43 MSNs). Transmission was monosynaptic since the
standard deviations of latencies were inferior to 0.5 ms
(0.2460.02 ms, n=43 MSNs) and displayed a very narrow
Gaussian distribution (Fig. 1D).
Subthreshold-depolarization dependent plasticity (SDDP)
We tested whether postsynaptic brief subthreshold signals, in
quasi-coincidence with corticostriatal presynaptic activity, could
induce long-term synaptic efficacy changes in MSNs. We chose to
evoke a brief postsynaptic subthreshold depolarizations (30 ms) to
mimic corticostriatal subthreshold summation of EPSPs induced by
cortical or thalamic activity (as observed in in vivo studies [24–26])
paired with a presynaptic cortical stimulation. Namely, a brief-
duration (30 ms) subthreshold depolarization was induced in a
single MSN a few milliseconds before (post-pre sequence) or after
(pre-post sequence) a cortical afferent stimulation (100 paired
stimulations at 1 Hz) (Fig. 2A). The amplitudes of the evoked
postsynaptic subthreshold depolarizations (27.761.0 mV, n=43
MSNs) were in accord with the subthreshold membrane potential
transitions observed in vivo in MSNs [24–26]. Strikingly, brief
subthreshold depolarizations paired with presynaptic activation
were able to induce reliable and robust long-term synaptic plasticity
(Fig. 2). Accordingly, we have named these long-term synaptic
efficacychanges‘‘subthreshold-depolarizationdependentplasticity’’
(SDDP). Strong and significant SDDP were observed at a very high
occurrence (81%, n=43) indicating that brief subthreshold
depolarizations were very effective in inducing long-term synaptic
plasticity. Such plasticity was bidirectional, since post-pre and pre-
post subthreshold depolarizations sequences induced subthreshold-
depolarization long-term depression (sdLTD) or subthreshold-
depolarization long-term potentiation (sdLTP) (Fig. 2 and 3).
Nevertheless, depending on the applied SDDP sequences (post-pre
versus pre-post), the occurrence of sdLTD and sdLTP was different.
For post-pre SDDP sequences, bidirectional long-term plasticities
(sdLTD or sdLTP) occurred with a success rate of 79% for time
intervals between pre- and postsynaptic stimulations (Dt) of
Figure 1. MSN characterization and corticostriatal monosynaptic transmission. (A) High magnification of a MSN injected with biocytin
(scale bar, 100 mm). (B) MSN membrane properties and spiking pattern: a hyperpolarized RMP, an inward rectification (illustrated in the steady-state I-
V relationship) and a long depolarizing ramp to the action potential threshold leading to a delayed spike discharge. Raw traces show voltage
responses to 500 ms current pulses from 290 pA to 110 pA with 20 pA steps and to +40 pA (blue trace) above action potential threshold. (C)
Cortically-evoked MSN EPSCs (averages of 7 traces) in control and with CNQX (10 mM) and AP5 (50 mM). (D) Distribution of latency SD was centered
on 0.20 ms and fitted by a Gaussian function. These values of SD latency indicate a monosynaptic corticostriatal transmission because inferior to
0.5 ms. Cx (LV), cortical layer V.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.g001
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PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 2 August 2009 | Volume 4 | Issue 8 | e6557Figure 2. Postsynaptic subthreshold depolarizations paired with presynaptic stimulations induce long-term synaptic plasticity. (A)
SDDP protocols and the corresponding raw traces of the postsynaptic MSN recordings. Brief subthreshold depolarizations were evoked in the MSN
just before (post-pre SDDP sequences) or after (pre-post SDDP sequences) cortical stimulation (100 paired stimulations at 1 Hz). The dashed line
indicates the action potential threshold. (B) Representative experiments of SDDP for the four observed cases. Long-term synaptic efficacy changes
(illustrated by EPSCs evoked in control, black, and 60 minutes after cellular conditioning protocol, grey) were 237.561.4% for post-pre sdLTD
(Dt=262 ms), +60.564.9% for post-pre sdLTP (Dt=218 ms), 247.562.0% for pre-post sdLTD (Dt=+14 ms) and +59.362.7% for pre-post sdLTP
(Dt=+15 ms) (arrows indicate the cellular conditioning protocols). (C) SDDP protocols induce bidirectional long-term synaptic plasticity (each 43
MSN is indicated by black triangle, mean6SEM measured 60 minutes after cellular conditioning protocol). Post-pre protocols induced sdLTD or sdLTP
for 2110,Dt,0 ms (n=19). Pre-post protocols induced mainly sdLTD for 0,Dt,+110 ms (n=18). No long-term plasticity occurred for Dt beyond +/
2110 ms (n=6). Inserts: Averages of normalized EPSC amplitudes recorded in control before SDDP protocols inducing post-pre sdLTD (n=7), post-
pre sdLTP (n=8), pre-post sdLTD (n=12) and pre-post sdLTP (n=4). Control EPSCs amplitudes were recorded for 10 minutes (minus sign indicates
time before the SDDP protocol) and displayed no significant variations. (D) Normalized CV
22 were plotted as a function of the normalized EPSC
amplitude to determine the loci of the SDDP. The four graphs illustrate the CV
22 plots (from left to right) for post-pre sdLTD, post-pre sdLTP, pre-post
sdLTD and pre-post sdLTP. Mean variance analysis suggest that post-pre and pre-post sdLTD has mainly a postsynaptic origin and, post-pre and pre-
post sdLTP is mainly underlain by presynaptic mechanisms.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.g002
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were induced with a similar occurrence. Post-pre sdLTD and
sdLTP are illustrated by representative experiments in Figure 2B.
No long-term plasticity was observed for Dt beyond 2110 ms
(n=3). For pre-post SDDP sequences, long-term synaptic plastic-
ities occurred with a particularly high success rate of 89% for
0,Dt,+110 ms (n=18). Representative experiments illustrate
sdLTD and sdLTP induced by pre-post sequences (Fig. 2B).
Interestingly, pre-post sequences induced a large majority of sdLTD
(n=12) compared to the induction of sdLTP (n=4) (Fig. 2C and
Fig. 3A). No long-term plasticity was observed for Dt.+110 ms
(n=3) (Fig. 2C). Mean variance analysis of the cortically-evoked
synaptic events indicated that post-pre and pre-post sdLTD arose
mainly from the postsynaptic element and post-pre and pre-post
sdLTP is mainly underlain by presynaptic mechanisms (Fig. 2D).
Characteristics of corticostriatal SDDP
Considering post-pre and pre-post sequences together (n=37),
during the time interval 2110,Dt,+110 ms for which long-term
plasticities were observed, sdLTD was induced twice as often
(54%) as sdLTP (30%). Interestingly, depending on the Dt of post-
pre and pre-post SDDP protocols, different proportions of sdLTD
and sdLTP were observed (Fig. 3A). sdLTD/sdLTP occurrence
ratios were 1.3 for post-pre (n=18) and 3.3 for pre-post (n=17)
protocols (Fig. 3A). For intervals between -110,Dt,250 and
+50,Dt,+110 ms only sdLTD was induced and both sdLTD
and sdLTP were induced for 250,Dt,+50 ms (Fig. 2C). Post-pre
250,Dt,0 ms sequences induced sdLTD or sdLTP, with a
majority of sdLTP (sdLTD/sdLTP occurrence ratio was 0.7,
n=14) while pre-post 0,Dt,+50 ms sequences induced mainly
sdLTD (sdLTD/sdLTP occurrence ratio was 2.3, n=15).
Importantly, the sequence order of pre- and postsynaptic events
had no significant incidence on the magnitude of sdLTD or sdLTP
(Fig. 3B). Considering the post-pre and the pre-post sequences
respectively, the magnitudes of depression of EPSC amplitude
observed for sdLTD were 237.465.7% (n=8) and 236.464.7%
(n=12) and the magnitudes of potentiation observed for sdLTP
were +32.168.9% (n=7) and +37.4612.3% (n=4). These mean
Figure 3. Characterization of SDDP. (A) Occurrences of sdLTD and sdLTP. Post-pre sequences (for 2110,Dt,0 ms) induced sdLTD and sdLTP
with success rates of 42% and 37%, respectively, and pre-post sequences (for 0,Dt,+110 ms) induced sdLTD (67%) and sdLTP (22%). (B)
Magnitudes of long-term synaptic efficacy changes induced by post-pre and pre-post SDDP sequences: 237.465.7% and +32.168.9% for post-pre
sdLTD and sdLTP, and 236.464.7% and +37.4612.3% for pre-post sdLTD and sdLTP. (C) No correlation was found when the magnitudes of long-
term plasticity induced by post-pre sequences were plotted against the amplitude of post-synaptic subthreshold depolarizations evoked during
SDDP protocol (r=0.147, p.0.05). (D) Rheobase and long-term synaptic plasticity induced by post-pre sequences in MSNs were significantly
correlated (r=0.417, p,0.05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.g003
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control (p,0.01) (see averaged baseline data in Fig. 2C, inserts).
We observed that pre-post sequences induced mainly sdLTD
whereas post-pre sequences could induce sdLTP or sdLTD.
Therefore, we investigated if occurrence and magnitude of post-
pre SDDP could be predicted by parameters related to the
induction protocol (evoked subthreshold depolarization ampli-
tude), synaptic transmission (EPSC rise time, latency and
amplitude before cellular conditioning) or neuronal membrane
properties (RMP, input resistance and rheobase). We did not
observe any significant correlation between subthreshold depolar-
ization amplitudes and the magnitude of SDDP-evoked long-term
plasticities, although a wide range of postsynaptic depolarization
amplitudes was evoked (from 17.9 to 38.5 mV) (Fig. 3C). No
significant correlation was observed between EPSC characteristics
(rise time, latency or amplitude) or neuronal membrane properties
(RMP and input resistance) and long-term synaptic efficacy
changes (Fig. S1). Strikingly, rheobase was found to be a key
component for the orientation of plasticities induced by a post-pre
sequence (Fig. 3D). Indeed, a significant (p,0.05) correlation was
observed between rheobase and the induced plasticity. MSNs
displaying low rheobase values preferentially developed sdLTD
whereas those with highest rheobases were associated with
induction of sdLTP. Accordingly, excitability of MSNs appears
to be determinant in the orientation of post-pre SDDP.
SDDP needs a correlated timing between pre- and
postsynaptic stimulations
It has been demonstrated than STDP needs a correlated timing
between pre- and postsynaptic stimulations [10]. Indeed, in case of
random Dt pairing, STDP failed to induce long-term synaptic
efficacy changes. When compared to an action potential, a 30 ms
subthreshold depolarization is much wider. It is thus expected that
SDDP coding should be temporally rather imprecise. We have
tested this hypothesis with uncorrelated pre- and postsynaptic
paired stimulations. Namely, the strength of the time-dependency
of the SDDP was estimated by pairing EPSPs and subthreshold
depolarizations at delays that varied randomly for each sweep of
the pairing period (Fig. 4). We have generated random Dt for two
different time windows: 250,Dtrandom,0 ms and 0,Dtran-
dom,+50 ms (Fig. 4A and B). Uncorrelated random sequences
did not induce any significant plasticity as illustrated by the mean
values of the synaptic efficacy changes obtained after uncorrelated
post-pre sequences (n=4) (Fig. 4C) or uncorrelated pre-post
sequences (n=4) (Fig. 4D). When delays between EPSPs and
subthreshold depolarizations were varied randomly for
250,Dt,0 ms, no significant long-term synaptic efficacy changes
was observed (24.064.4%, n=4; Fig. 4E). Similarly, a lack of
significant plasticity (24.264.0%, n=4; Fig. 4F) was observed
when pairing delays for 0,Dtrandom,+50. These experiments
show that synapses that generate randomly paired EPSPs with
postsynaptic subthreshold depolarizations in a time window of
50 ms become unable to display long-term efficacy changes. In
conclusion, the occurrence of SDDP requires a precise timing
between pre- and postsynaptic activities.
sdLTD is CB1 receptor-activation dependent and sdLTP
NMDA receptor-activation dependent
Ca
2+ fluxes are commonly involved in synaptic plasticity.
Accordingly, we tested the role of Ca
2+ in the induction of SDDP
with loading MSN of BAPTA (10 mM), a high affinity Ca
2+
chelator, through whole-cell pipettes. Intracellular BAPTA loading
prevented the induction of significant long-term synaptic efficacy
changes (+4.166.1%, n=6) by SDDP sequences
(250,Dt,+50 ms) (Fig. 5A and D), indicating that sdLTP and
sdLTD are Ca
2+-dependent.
We then explored which receptors were involved in the
induction of SDDP. SDDP pharmacology was investigated for
230,Dt,+30 ms, an interval corresponding to the maxima of
induction rate and magnitude of both sdLTD and sdLTP (Fig. 2C).
With AP5 (a NMDA receptor antagonist, 50 mM) treatment
(n=12), we observed the occurrence of either sdLTD or an
absence of plasticity, while no sdLTP was induced anymore
(Fig. 5B). A representative experiment illustrates the induction of a
sdLTD in presence of AP5 (Fig. 5C). With AP5 treatment, the
average value of EPSC amplitude changes was 214.168.2%
(n=12) (Fig. 5D). Conversely, with AM251 (a cannabinoid type-1
receptor selective antagonist, 3 mM) bath application (n=10), we
observed exclusively the occurrence of sdLTP or an absence of
plasticity, while no sdLTD was induced (Fig. 5B), as illustrated by
the representative experiment (Fig. 5C). The average value of
EPSC amplitude changes in presence of AM251 was +17.469.1%
(n=10) (Fig. 5D). Similar results were obtained when post-pre and
pre-post SDDP protocols were considered separately (Fig. S2).
These findings are consistent with the existence of independent
pathways for sdLTP and sdLTD. In addition, the co-administra-
tion of AP5 and AM251 preclude the induction of long-term
synaptic efficacy changes (95.066.4%, n=4), either after post-pre
or pre-post sequences (Fig. 5D).In conclusion, AP5 prevents the
induction of sdLTP whereas AM251 prevents the induction of
sdLTD indicating that sdLTD is CB1 receptor-activation
dependent and sdLTP NMDA receptor-activation dependent.
Is MSN firing a critical event for corticostriatal plasticity?
Comparison of corticostriatal SDDP and STDP
We had previously characterized STDP at corticostriatal
synapses [28]. Here, we performed additional experiments in
perforated patch-clamp and confirmed that STDP was strictly
orientated: post-pre STDP protocol induced LTP (78%, n=18),
while pre-post STDP protocol induced LTD (85%, n=13)
(Fig. 6B). Consequently, the direction of corticostriatal MSN
STDP was reversed compared to that described so far in mammals
[4–7].
The SDDP protocol applied in the present study uses a similar
cortical afferent volley but differs from the STDP in the lack of
occurrence of postsynaptic action potential (Fig. 6A). Remarkably,
despite the lack of the postsynaptic action potential, SDDP
protocols induced long-term synaptic efficacy changes with similar
failure rate (,20%) than STDP protocol. However, it should be
noted that, even if magnitude averages concerning LTD and
sdLTD are not significantly different, post-pre STDP protocols
have the capability to induce LTP with a significantly higher
magnitude than sdLTP induced by SDDP protocols (Fig. 6B).
STDP contrasts SDDP in two main ways: (i) contrarily to SDDP,
which elicits bidirectional plasticity for post-pre sequences (sdLTD
or sdLTP depending on MSN rheobase) and mainly sdLTD for
pre-post sequences, in STDP, the postsynaptic action potential
timing determines the strict occurrence of either LTP or LTD and
(ii) STDP is induced within a narrower time window
(230,Dt,+30 ms) than SDDP (2110,Dt,+110 ms) (Fig. 6B).
Therefore even though the postsynaptic action potential appears
determinant for the strict orientation of the plasticity and increases
precision of the temporal window of plasticity induction, the
present data demonstrates that postsynaptic subthreshold depo-
larization in coincidence with presynaptic activation is able to
induce strong and reliable bidirectional long-term synaptic
plasticity.
SDDP
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 5 August 2009 | Volume 4 | Issue 8 | e6557Figure 4. Uncorrelated random paired stimulations failed to induce significant long-term synaptic plasticity. (A–B) Uncorrelated post-
pre (A) and pre-post (B) SDDP protocols consisted in varying randomly postsynaptic subthreshold depolarizations and presynaptic stimulations
delays for each sweep of the pairing period Dtrandom (range of random delays: 250 to 0 ms for post-pre sequences and 0 to +50 ms for pre-post
sequences). Below: examples of five consecutive postsynaptic MSN recordings (superimposed raw traces) during post-pre (A) and pre-post (B)
random pairings. (C–D) Mean effect of pairing with random delays for post-pre (n=4 MSNs) (C) and for pre-post (n=4 MSNs) (D) sequences. An
absence of long-term synaptic efficacy changes was observed in both groups (post-pre and pre-post random pairings). Insets: EPSCs evoked before
(black traces) or 60 minutes after the uncorrelated sequences (grey traces). Scale bars are 50 pA and 20 ms. Arrows indicate the cellular conditioning
protocol. Upper panels show the distribution of random pairing delays across all cells for uncorrelated post-pre (250,Dtrandom,0 ms) (E) and pre-
post (0,Dtrandom,+50 ms) (F) SDDP sequences. (E–F) Long-term synaptic efficacy changes are illustrated for post-pre (E) and pre-post (F) correlated
and uncorrelated paired SDDP. Open grey circles represent individual experiments and black circles represent average values. Post-pre
(250,Dtrandom,0 ms) or pre-post (0,Dtrandom,+50 ms) uncorrelated paired stimulations did not induce significant long-term plasticity in contrast
to correlated pairings.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.g004
SDDP
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The striatum, the major input nucleus of the basal ganglia,
processes information from the whole cerebral cortex. Due to the
specific membrane properties of MSNs, a strong and correlated
cortical activity is required to evoke an action potential [21–23].
This confers to the striatum the ability to extract relevant
information from the background noise and select a cognitive-
motor sequence adapted to environmental stimuli [15,17,19]. The
consequence is that most of cortical activities lead to subthreshold
depolarizations in MSNs, as recently reported in awake rats [24] .
Therefore, we have tested if brief subthreshold events could be
implicated in long-term coding. Some elements suggest that the
back-propagating action potential would not be the only
postsynaptic depolarizing event necessary for the induction of
long-term synaptic plasticity. In the hippocampus, a low-frequency
stimulation at 1 Hz induced exclusively LTD whatever the
magnitude of postsynaptic depolarization (sub- versus suprathresh-
old) [12]. Changes of holding membrane potential for relatively
long duration (1 minute [9,10] and 250 ms [11]) paired with theta-
burst or action potential, respectively, induced either LTP or
LTD, but never bidirectional plasticity. In the cortex, a STDP
protocol applied while maintaining the membrane potential at
250 mV induced exclusively LTD, and only LTP at 0 mV [10].
Here, we used a 30 ms subthreshold depolarization to mimic
corticostriatal subthreshold summation of EPSPs induced by
cortical or thalamic activity (as observed in vivo [24–26]) paired
with a presynaptic cortical stimulation. We observed a robust,
reliable and timing-dependent bidirectional long-term plasticity
induced by subthreshold events paired with presynaptic cortical
Figure 5. Pharmacological characterization of SDDP. (A) sdLTD and sdLTP are Ca
2+-dependent. Mean effects of BAPTA for 250,Dt,+50 ms
post-pre and pre-post SDDP sequences. When MSNs were loaded with BAPTA (10 mM, in whole-cell pipettes), SDDP protocols did not induce any
long-term synaptic efficacy changes (+4.269.1%, n=6, 250,Dt,+50 ms), indicating that the SDDP is Ca
2+-dependent. The absence of synaptic
efficacy changes is also illustrated by representative EPSCs evoked before (black traces) or 60 minutes after SDDP sequences (green trace). (B)
Pharmacology of SDDP was explored for 230,Dt,+30 ms (each symbol represent one MSN, mean6SEM measured 60 minutes after cellular
conditioning protocol). AP5 treatment (orange diamonds, n=10) induces mainly sdLTD for post-pre and pre-post sequences. Treatment with AM251
(purple dots, n=8) leads to sdLTP or absence of plasticity. (C) Representative experiments illustrate the effect of treatments with AM251 or AP5. In
presence of AP5 (orange trace), a sdLTD is observed (235.668.1%) and with AM251 treatment (purple trace), a sdLTP is observed (+18.864.6%).
Representative EPSCs evoked before (black traces) or 60 minutes after SDDP sequences (orange or purple traces) also illustrate the long-term
plasticity observed in presence of AP5 (sdLTD) or in presence of AM251 (sdLTP). (D) Histograms of long-term synaptic efficacy changes in BAPTA
(green bars, n=6), AP5 (orange bars, n=12), AM251 (purple bars, n=10) and with co-administration of AP5 and AM251 (black bars, n=4): synaptic
plasticity was Ca
2+-dependent, sdLTD was CB1 receptor-activation dependent and sdLTP was NMDA receptor-activation dependent. Postsynaptic
depolarizations evoked during pharmacological experiments were not significantly different than those induced for post-pre and pre-post SDDP
sequences (27.461.1 mV versus 27.960.9 mV, respectively).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.g005
SDDP
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sdLTD or sdLTP for post-pre sequences, depending on the MSN
state of excitability, whereas pre-post sequences induced mainly
sdLTD. As a postsynaptic depolarization is wider than an action
potential, it could be expected that SDDP coding should be
temporally rather imprecise. Nevertheless, the occurrence of long-
term synaptic efficacy changes induced with SDDP cellular
conditioning protocols relies on the exact timing between pre-
and postsynaptic activations. Indeed, uncorrelated random paired
sequences failed to induce long-term plasticity. Plasticities induced
by SDDP sequences are mediated by different receptors. Indeed,
sdLTD is mediated by endocannabinoids through CB1 receptor
activation and sdLTP is NMDA receptor-activation dependent.
Accordingly, sdLTP and sdLTD appear to be mediated by two
independent pathways. This pharmacology indicates that brief
subthreshold events are very efficiently transmitted throughout the
dendritic tree in MSNs. Indeed, in coincidence with a presynaptic
activation, a subthreshold depolarization is able to activate NMDA
receptors or to induce a synthesis and release of endocannabi-
noids.
Comparison of corticostriatal SDDP and STDP indicates that a
brief postsynaptic subthreshold depolarization is sufficient to
induce bidirectional long-term plasticity while a postsynaptic
action potential is determinant in the strict orientation of the
plasticity and the precision of the time window. As highlighted by
STDP, the postsynaptic back-propagating action potential is
generally admitted to be the key component for the induction of
the long-term plasticity. This means that, besides several types of
short- and long-term corticostriatal plasticities such as paired-
pulses [30], depolarized-induced suppression of excitation (DSE)
[31,32], Hebbian HFS-LTP [28,33], non-Hebbian HFS-LTP
[28], Hebbian LFS-LTD [28,34], non-Hebbian LFS-LTD [28] or
STDP [28,35], SDDP extends the capability for MSNs to express
long-term plasticity.
Corticostriatal SDDP displayed mainly sdLTD for pre-post
sequences and bidirectional plasticity for post-pre sequences. The
question was, which parameters were determinant in the
orientation of the plasticity induced by post-pre sequences? In
pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex, the localization of synapses
on the dendritic tree associated with cable properties of the
dendrites is determinant for the orientation (LTP versus LTD) of
STDP [36,37] Concerning corticostriatal SDDP, we did not
observe any significant correlation between EPSC rise time (an
abacus of the electrotonic distance) and the orientation of long-
term synaptic efficacy changes. This dissimilarity could be
explained by two characteristics of MSNs: (i) all corticostriatal
afferents are distributed throughout the spiny part of the dendrites
[38,39] and (ii) a model predicts that the attenuation of
corticostriatal EPSPs, generated in the spiny segment of the
MSN dendrites, is not tightly related to the electrotonic distance
[40]. At corticostriatal synapses, we observed that the occurrence
of sdLTD or sdLTP evoked by post-pre SDDP sequence was
depending on the MSN rheobase. This finding could be put in
relation with the corticostriatal STDP in cholinergic interneurons
that shares a similar plasticity orientation [27]; indeed, for both
MSN SDDP and cholinergic interneurons STDP, the rheobase
was a key parameter in the orientation of plasticity induced by
post-pre sequences. Variations in membrane excitability could be
due to different intrinsic properties [41,42], synaptic inputs
(glutamatergic, serotoninergic, GABAergic or cholinergic) and/
or specific local interactions (chemical and electrical synapses)
[43]. Within the corticostriatal network, SDDP and STDP are
physiologically relevant for information processing. Indeed, MSNs
have been proposed to act as selective coincidence detectors
[19,21–23] and this working mode implies that much of cortical
activities lead to subthreshold events that nevertheless are able to
induce SDDP. Therefore, MSNs have the capability to fully take
into account postsynaptic subthreshold signals paired with the
cortical activity and, depending on the timing between these
activities and neuronal excitability, to generate robust sdLTD or
sdLTP. SDDP could have multiple consequences for the
corticostriatal transmission. Thus, SDDP and STDP could interact
and influence each other for the induction of long-term synaptic
efficacy changes at corticostriatal synapses. Indeed, changes in the
corticostriatal transmission efficacy induced by SDDP are
expected to shift the threshold of MSN coincidence detection
and firing. Indeed, LTP induced by theta burst in the
hippocampus has been shown to facilitate the coincidence
detection [44]. In addition, once the corticostriatal transmission
reaches the action potential threshold, a previous induced SDDP
should induce a temporal shift of the spike timing and
consequently modify the occurrence and magnitude of a
subsequent STDP. Such impact of SDDP on STDP is reinforced
by the fact that STDP is highly temporally restricted and the
temporal position of the action potential has a determinant weight
on the induced long-term plasticity orientation and magnitude.
Therefore, the occurrence of SDDP could strongly influence the
occurrence and magnitude of STDP. In this aspect, SDDP could
be seen also as a priming plasticity for STDP. Furthermore, if
STDP and SDDP protocols share the same capability to code for
bidirectional long-term plasticity, they display, nevertheless,
specific properties since STDP is strictly orientated and temporally
Figure 6. Comparison of the occurrence, orientation, magni-
tude and temporal extent of SDDP and STDP. (A) Schematic
representations of post-pre and pre-post SDDP and STDP protocols (the
two protocols differ by the presence or not of a postsynaptic action
potential). (B) Long-term synaptic efficacy changes evoked by SDDP
and STDP protocols illustrated with Box and Whiskers plots. When
compared to SDDP, STDP changes were strictly orientated. SDDP
changes were inducible in wider time windows than STDP (+/2110 vs.
+/230 ms). sdLTP were induced in a time window 1.7 fold wider than
those of STDP LTP while the time window for sdLTD induction was 3.3
fold wider when compared to STDP LTD. Data concerning STDP
experiments are taken partly from a previous study (Fino et al., 2005),
with the addition of new experiments performed in perforated patch-
clamp (n=6).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.g006
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time window (2110,Dt,+110 ms versus 230,Dt,+30 ms).
Therefore, the required conditions for SDDP induction appear
much less stringent than those for STDP occurrence. In
conclusion, SDDP extends considerably the capabilities of
neuronal long-term coding, beyond the action potential.
Materials and Methods
Electrophysiological recordings
Patch-clamp recordings of MSNs were performed on horizontal
brain slices (330 mm) from Sprague-Dawley rats (postnatal days
15–21). These slices were prepared at the level of the
somatosensory cortical area and of the corresponding corticos-
triatal projection field [27–29]. Patch-clamp recordings were made
as previously described [27–29,43]. Briefly, borosilicate glass
pipettes of 4–7 MV resistance contained (mM) for perforated
patch-clamp recordings: 105 K-gluconate, 30 KCl, 10 HEPES
and 0.3 EGTA (adjusted to pH 7.35 with KOH) and for whole-
cell recordings: 105 K-gluconate, 30 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10
phosphocreatine, 4 ATP-Mg, 0.3 GTP-Na, 0.3 EGTA (adjusted
to pH 7.35 with KOH). The composition of the extracellular
solution was (mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 25 NaHCO3,
1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2,1 0mM pyruvic acid bubbled
with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. All recordings were performed at
34uC using a temperature control system (Bioptechs DTC3,
Butler, PA, USA) and slices were continuously superfused at 2–
3 ml/min with the extracellular solution. Individual neurons were
identified using infrared-differential interference contrast micros-
copy with CCD camera (Hamamatsu C2400-07; Hamamatsu,
Japan). Signals were amplified using an EPC10-2 amplifier
(HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht, Germany). Current-clamp re-
cordings were filtered at 2.5 kHz and sampled at 5 kHz and
voltage-clamp recordings were filtered at 5 kHz and sampled at
10 kHz using the program Pulse-8.53 (HEKA Elektronik). The
series resistance was compensated at 75–80%.
All electrophysiological recordings were realized in perforated
patch-clamp configuration (except experiments with biocytin or
BAPTA that were performed in whole-cell configuration) at 32uC
and without any pharmacological treatments or ionic modifica-
tions to preserve the local striatal microcircuits involved in
corticostriatal transmission. All chemicals were purchased by
Sigma (Saint Quentin, France) except 6-cyano-7- nitroquinoxa-
line-2,3-dione (CNQX), DL-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid
(AP5) and AM251 (Tocris, Ellisville, MO, USA).
Perforated patch-clamp recordings
Amphotericin B (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to perform perforat-
ed patch-clamp experiments, as previously described [27,29]. The
concentration of amphotericin B in the patch-clamp pipette
solution was 200 mg/ml. Perforated patch prevents a dialysis of
intracellular content and therefore avoids a loss of intracellular
molecules that could be involved in long-term plasticity occurrence
and maintenance.
Biocytin filling and histochemistry
Biocytin (Sigma) 5 mg/ml was dissolved into the patch-clamp
pipette solution and cells were filled during at least 20 min of
recording (performed at 34uC). Subsequently, slices were fixed
overnight in 2% paraformaldehyde at 4uC. Biocytin-filled cells
were visualized using the avidin-biotin-horseradish peroxidase
reaction (ABC Elite peroxidase kit; Vector Laboratories, Burlin-
game, CA, USA) according to the instructions of the manufac-
turer, or streptavidin-alexa488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA),
incubated 2 h at room temperature.
Stimulation protocols
Electrical stimulations of the cerebral cortex were performed
with a bipolar electrode (Phymep, Paris, France) placed in the
layer V of the somatosensory cortex [27–29]. Electrical stimula-
tions were monophasic at constant current (Stimulator WPI,
Stevenage, UK), without detectable polarization of electrodes
along time. There was no significant difference in the current
intensities of cortical stimulations between each stimulation
protocol group: post-pre and pre-post SDDP sequences. This
indicates that the orientation of induced synaptic plasticities (LTP
versus LTD) was not related to the stimulation intensity. Currents
were adjusted in order to evoke striatal EPSCs ranging from 50 to
200 pA amplitudes. Repetitive control stimuli were applied at
0.1 Hz, a frequency for which neither short- nor long-term
synaptic efficacy changes in EPSC amplitudes were induced [28].
SDDP experiments consisted in pairing presynaptic stimulus
and MSN postsynaptic brief subthreshold depolarization (30 ms
duration) at a defined time interval, which was varied between
experiments. Concerning uncorrelated SDDP experiments, the
time interval of pre- and postsynaptic pairing was randomly varied
for each sweep of the pairing period (250,Dtrandom,0m so r
0,Dtrandom,+50 ms). STDP experiments consisted of time
shifting the presynaptic stimulation with a postsynaptic action
potential evoked by a direct application of a depolarizing current
step (30 ms duration). Cortical stimulations and evoked subthresh-
old depolarizations (correlated or uncorrelated SDDP) or action
potentials (STDP) in MSNs were both delivered 100 times at
1 Hz. Neurons were recorded for 10 minutes in control and for at
least one hour after the cellular conditioning protocol; long-term
synaptic efficacy changes were measured around one hour. Input
resistance was monitored throughout the experiments and a
variation superior to 20% led to the rejection of the experiment.
Drugs were applied in the bath (except BAPTA, applied
intracellularly), after recording 10 minutes of baseline and 10
minutes before cellular conditioning protocol, and were present
continuously until the end of the recording.
Data analysis
Off-lineanalysiswasperformedusingIgor-Pro(Wavemetrics,Lake
Oswego, OR, USA) and Prism (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA, USA). All
results were expressed as mean6SEM (except in Fig. 6B, in which
Box and Whiskers plots were represented) and statistical significance
was assessed using the Student’s t test, the non-parametric Mann-
Whitney test when appropriate or the Pearson test for correlations at
the significance level (p) indicated. EPSC mean amplitudes,measured
60 minutes after induction protocol, were the average of 26 evoked
EPSCs (each 26 EPSC was normalized to the mean of EPSC
amplitudes recorded before induction protocol). Synaptic efficacy
c h a n g e sw e r ec l a s s i f i e da se i t h e rL T Po rL T Dw h e nt h em e a no f
normalized EPSCs amplitudes was significantly different from the
control baseline (Fig. 2B, inserts).
Plasticity loci were determined by the mean variance analysis
method [45]. Briefly, EPSC coefficients of variation (CV) were
calculated by the ratio of the standard deviation and the mean
EPSC amplitude. The plasticity loci were deduced from the
relationship between the normalized CV
22 (CV
22 after induction
of plasticity/CV
22 control) and the normalized EPSC amplitudes
(EPSC mean amplitude after induction of plasticity/control EPSC
mean amplitude). EPSC amplitude is proportional to npq with n
being the number of releasing sites, p the probability of release and
q the quantum size. It is assumed that n and p describe presynaptic
SDDP
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CV
22.normalized EPSC amplitude, both n and p can vary,
and if normalized CV
22=normalized EPSC amplitude, only n
can vary. In both cases, changes in EPSC amplitude reflect mainly
presynaptic modifications. If normalized CV
22,normalized
EPSC amplitude, changes in EPSC amplitude are related to
variations of n, p and q, indicating a mixed (pre- and postsynaptic)
origin of the modifications. Finally, a variation of normalized
EPSC amplitude without any variation of normalized CV
22
indicates postsynaptic modifications since only q can vary.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Characterization of SDDP. The magnitudes of long-
term synaptic efficacy changes were plotted against EPSC rise time
in control (A), EPSC latency in control (B), EPSC amplitude in
control (C), RMP (D) and input resistance (E). No significant
correlation was found between these parameters and the
magnitude of long-term synaptic efficacy changes induced by
SDDP protocols (r values are indicated in each graph).
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.s001 (0.59 MB TIF)
Figure S2 Pharmacology of plasticity induced by post-pre and
pre-post sequences. (A) For post-pre sequences (250#Dt#0 ms),
with AP5, sdLTP was no longer observed while sdLTD could still
be induced (214.7610.3%, n=6). Conversely, with AM251, we
did not observe significant sdLTD while sdLTP still occurred
(+15.5614.3%, n=5). (B) For pre-post sequences (0#Dt#+50 ms)
similar results were observed. Indeed, with AP5, sdLTD was
mainly induced (213.4613%, n=6) whereas, with AM251, we
observed either sdLTP or no plasticity (+19.3611.4%, n=5).
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006557.s002 (1.29 MB TIF)
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